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Before me lies an imposing volume
“ The First World War”. The publi
shers of it no doubt desired to show
all negative moments of the war and
its consequences. Such books are ex
cellent indicators amongst the search
and appeals for peace. If we witnessed
all these horrors in the age of civiliza
tion and great discoveries, it means
that the world culture is greatly
shaken.
Besides its text, that book horrifies
the reader with its pictorial reproduc
tions. Let us not enumerate all such
disgrace of humanity. It is sufficient
to look into the eyes of a starving
child-skeleton, in order to feel into
what abyss savagery and bestiality
lead. The shameful destructions of
majestic creations of human genius
also appeal to the heart, which are
not yet fossilised.
The meaning of this white book on
a table, is similar to our white Banner
of Peace, which was discussed at the
Washington Convention. The more
such books, the more signs of
reminder,—the more the human heart
will shudder and will ponder about
closest measures for the protection
of dignity, for the safeguarding of
the noble seal of the age. For what
can be more dishonourable for such a
seal of the age, than the destruction
of culture in its deep significance ?
We must be thankful to all those,
who by one sign or another try to
decrease the field of killing and des
truction. It is true, we are horrified
looking at some of the pages of the
book of “the great war”, but we
exclaim at the same time: Let the
school teacher, when showing such
books to the students, say, “This
shall not be repeated.” So much
terror has entered life, destroying the
moral and material bases, that indica

tors should undeferrably appear on
perilous spots, from which humanity
must be saved!
But in order that the teacher should
have the right not to conceal from
the children the past horrors, he must
cover every page of horrors with ten
volumes of true heroic deeds of hu
manity. He must know how to speak
beautifully about those who shed
their blood for the defence of t he best
constructive and educational founda
tions.
Therefore, every publisher
who shows the horrors takes upon
himself the duty to issue books depict
ing the best images of heroes and
leaders of mankind.
In the days of the world crises the
wise commandments should be espe
cially remembered. Amongst them
the most outstanding and imperative
is—Thou shallst not kill! During the
milleniums of bygone ages the spiri
tual leaders of mankind on all conti
nents
repeatedly
and patiently
reminded of this closest basis of life.
Precisely this commandment has in
view the safe-guarding of life—that
greatest gift for self-perfectioning.
And again this planetary command
was sent out, but again the blacksmiths
of the whole world untiringly forged .
swords and spears, presupposing
attacks, slaughter and murders.
Endless volumes were written
against the killing of the body. From
all sides it has been shown to what
an extent this cruel action does not
correspond to human dignity. If one
could collect all the sayings which
accumulated around this conception,
then we would see an amazing wreath
and on every leaf of it would twinkle
the tears of humanity of all ages and
all nations.
But amidst the confusion of life it
has become non-befitting and even
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shameful to speak about this com
mandment. And he who dares will
be regarded as an impotent pacifist
of the most perverted kind. He who
speaks of this commandment will be
considered if not insane, then at least
a suspicious character, who upset the
social structure of contemporary
conventionalities. Indeed, if in anti
quity murders were counted by
thousands, then in our “enlightened,
civilized” era the number of killed
exceeds many millions. If in the
stone age hunters with primitive bows
and spears killed some animals, then
now in the slaughter houses of Chicago
alone within the shortest time some
fifty thousands of animals are taken
life of. Such is progress !
And if with all scientific data at
hand you will try to advocate the
advantage of the nutrive value of
vegetarin diet, you will
again
be suspected of some intentions direc
ted
against
society.
Civilized
humanity, often reiterating the word
culture, still regards blood as some
thing highly nutrive; and there still
exist ignorant physicians who pres
cribe raw bloody meat. Lamentable
dicta, whatever you will say about
blood, meat, about the cruel pastime
of hunting or about the so-much-likedby-the-mob executions,—all this will
be permitted as a befitting conversa
tion in the parlour rooms of highest
society. Tasting a sugar-coated bisuit
and dipping their lips in the famous
cup of tea, you can smilingly relate
how during a certain execution not
only was all available space filled with
excited onlookers, but even from all
windows and roofs of adjoining houses
people were staring at such a “rare”
sight. If you will narrate without
much criticism, then the society will
enrich such themes by many piquant
details.
Thus together with the amount of
ordainments against killing, there also
grows the very number of murders of
both animals and human beings.

Many wiseacres will state: “such is
the law of life”. And if you will
contradict, quoting authoritative com
mandments, then your interlocutor
will reply: “you are yet too young ,
as if according to his opinion old age
is the symbol for blood-thirstiness
and cruelty.
Cruel are the deeds of this world.
On the one side people try to discover
all sorts of remedies to prolong life,
and on the other they, with still
greater speed invent deadly guns,
poisonous gases, which besides des
troying human life poison the whole
planet and inflict a much greater harm
than the civilized modern conscious
ness wishes to admit. All this refers
to the body. But let us not forget
that besides the body we should keep
in mind the human spirit, conscious
ness, thought, ideas, which govern
the world. Of this a multitude of
philosophers of all ages wrote and
spoke and in confirmation of this truth
they went into the fire and on the
scaffold.
But now the enmity of the world
has reached such a state, that to
speak of the perversion or violation
of the spirit is considered merely
bigotry of bad manners. And indeed,
where can people now hear about
vital ethics, about the purification of
consciousness and the discipline of
thought ?
In the churches insuffi
ciently is said about it and we all
remember how guns were carried for
blessing precisely into churches. In
schools there is no chair for ethics,
and yet this subject in all its histori
cal vividness could be one of the most
inspiring. The ethics of the spirit,
the teaching of the heart has behind
a most beautiful literature in all
epochs. But it is not the custom to
read such fundamental chronicles.- It
is not in the habit to search in cha
racteristic old expressions something
needed even to-day. For us, who are
addicted to aimless speeding to bodily
contests, can there be any time to
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inspire ourselves with the beauty of
ancient conceptions and images.
Having transplanted our conscious
ness into bazaars, into stock exchanges,
in stadiums, in every possible kind of
races and super-races, we simply lose
the understanding wherein lies that
self-perfectioning for which we are
here on this earth. One may run
faster than his neighbour. One may
fly faster than birds, but one may
also swallow up one neighbour
more bloodthirsty
than a tiger.
Embitterment has generated that un
heard-of negation, which destroys the
meaning of human achievement. We
had opportunity to quote once the
most significant statement of a British
engineer-inventor who said
that
humanity is not ready to accept great
discoveries. And H. G. Wells, not
because of the triumph of Culture,
recently suggested to build a new
Noah’s Ark.
Verily in home life, in the schools,
in social activities many lessons of
cruelty are taught. And in exchange,
how meagre and tiresome is repeat
ed the whithered command :
Thou
shallst not kill! And in the physical
body people have ceased to under
stand what it means, not to kill, what
higher meaning this commandment
austere in its brevity has.
And when matters reach the killing
of the spirits, the murdering of cons
ciousness and heart, then our contem
porary dictionary comes into complete
disorder and turns out to be altoge
ther useless.
But the threatening
crisis of the world we repeat is not on
the bazaar, but in our hearts. Until
people will understand the meaning of
pre-ordained self-perfectioning, they
shall not be in a position to value the
whole pacticability of the command,
not to kill, not only the body, but
mainly not the spirit.
Some dark instigators shout : “to
hell with culture,” “to hell with heroes,
leaders and teachers.” But precisely
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through these renovated conceptions
can construction and betterment enter
life.
Embitterment, after all, leads to
poverty, to perpetual dissatisfaction,
in which even wealth appears as
poverty. Cruelty makes of the heart
that stone, which we try to throw at
our neighbour, instead of illumining
the near ones with the light of co-ope
ration. In the conception of co-opera
tion no thought of killing will enter,
because for co-operation is needed life,
and not death. In the difficult days
I want to greet the friends upon that
blissful co-operation, which will bring
us to mutual understanding of the high
meaning of self-perfectioning.
Always, when we shall pronounce
the great commandment:
“ thou
shallst not kill ”, let us understand it
not only in its physical but mainly in
its spiritual sense. This last meaning
will direct our attention to the heart
and will help to understand the great
commandment not only in the narrow
earthly way, but in the whole magnificance of all higher worlds.
Co-operation, cognizance, streng
thening of the spirit will again give
to the world those heroes, about which
the hearts of mankind long.
Friends, do not think that these
lines were written now after the second
world war. No, they were written
after the first world war and now the
same alarm should be sounded by all
megaphones, by all loudspeakers, but
in a superlative way. It is a shame
that such superlatives should resound ;
that humanity should again be exhort
ed to ponder over the terrible reminiscenses and truisms. Mankind knows
that nothing humanitarian has been
learned during this quarter of a century.
Utilitarianism has guided towards
atomic bombs.
German militarism
resulted in unheard of bestialities.
Shall we again exclaim with Leonardo
da Vinci ‘ Pazzia bestialissima ! ”
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